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SELECTIVE PRIVACY MANAGEMENT IN 
VIRTUAL SOCIAL NETWORKS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims the benefit of U.S. 
provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/855,011 filed Oct. 
27, 2006 and entitled “Systems and Methods for Managing 
Privacy and Tracking of Community Members.” U.S. pro 
visional patent application Ser. No. 60/854,990 filed Oct. 27, 
2006 and entitled “Cross-Population of Vertical Communi 
ties and Graphical User Interface for Navigating Between 
Vertical Communities,” and U.S. provisional patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 60/855,133 filed Oct. 27, 2006 and entitled 
“Systems and Method for Providing Content to Vertical 
Communities, the disclosures of which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates generally to the field 
of virtual social networks. More specifically, the present 
invention relates to privacy management in virtual Social 
networks. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005 Various virtual social networks allow a user to 
connect and interact with other individuals. Each user of a 
Social network may choose to interact with certain other 
users of the virtual Social network and form connections 
with those users. Forming a connection with an individual 
may consist simply of designating the individual as a friend, 
a contact, or some other designation. In some virtual Social 
networks, the designation can be reciprocated. For example, 
two users may designate each other as a friend. The virtual 
Social network allows for each user to form, organize, and 
manage all Such connections. 
0006. One way for users to meet and otherwise interact is 
through a community in the virtual Social network. Created 
by an administrator, an individual user, or the like, a com 
munity represents an aggregation of users within the virtual 
Social network who typically share something in common. A 
community is, therefore, generally directed toward a par 
ticular subject matter. Users with an interest in the subject 
matter may join the community and interact with other users 
with a similar interest. The subject matter may be, for 
example, Social, hobby-related, fan-related, or business 
related. A user may choose to create or join various com 
munities corresponding with any of that user's interests. 
0007. A community can allow for various activities, such 
as posting articles, blogs, photos, or video. Access to the 
content posted by a user may be given to the general public 
or can be restricted, as determined by the user, by rules of the 
community, and/or by rules of the virtual social network. 
Some virtual social networks allow the user to restrict access 
to the content so that only individuals associated or con 
nected with the user may view the content posted by the user. 
For example, user may only allow the user's friends to view 
the content in the virtual Social network that is associated 
with the user. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The present invention provides for systems and 
methods of selective privacy management in virtual Social 
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networks. Access to content provided by a user is controlled 
by preferences designated by that user. A user preference 
may authorize one or more individuals to access Some or all 
of the content. In various embodiments of the present 
invention, a user preference may also authorize a specific 
group of individuals, or a friend set to view the associated 
COntent. 

0009 Embodiments of the present invention provide for 
methods of managing the privacy of user content in a virtual 
Social network. An exemplary method comprises receiving 
content specified by a first user of the social network and 
associating a user preference with the content, the user 
preference limiting who is authorized to access the user 
content. This method further comprises receiving a request 
from a second user for access to the user content and 
determining from the user preference whether the second 
user is authorized to access the user content. The present 
invention also provides a computer-readable storage 
medium having stored thereupon executable computing 
instructions for performing the method just described. 
0010. The present invention also provides systems for 
managing the privacy of user content in a virtual Social 
network. An exemplary system comprises an input module 
configured to receive content specified by a first user of the 
Social network, a database configured to store a user pref 
erence associated with the content, the user preference 
limiting who is authorized to access the user content, and an 
access control module configured to determine from the user 
preference whether a second user is authorized to access the 
user content. Some embodiments of the present invention 
further include a friend set database for storing information 
concerning groups of individuals in the virtual Social net 
work. Friend sets allow the user to manage and designate 
groups of individuals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 FIG. 1 is an illustration of a web-based implemen 
tation of a virtual Social network, according to an exemplary 
embodiment. 
0012 FIG. 2 is an illustration of a user profile in a virtual 
Social network, according to an exemplary embodiment. 
0013 FIG. 3 is an illustration of a community profile in 
a virtual Social network, according to an exemplary embodi 
ment. 

0014 FIG. 4 is an illustration of a system for selectively 
managing the privacy of user content in a virtual Social 
network, according to an exemplary embodiment. 
(0015 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
selectively managing the privacy of user content in a virtual 
Social network, according to an exemplary embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. The present invention includes systems and meth 
ods for selectively managing the privacy of content made 
available in virtual Social networks. A user designates a 
preference to control access to content provided by the user. 
A user preference authorizes one or more individuals to 
selectively access some or all of the content. This user 
preference is associated with the content, and access to that 
content is then restricted to those individuals designated by 
the user. The user can choose to make public or selectively 
restrict access to any content that the user posts or creates a 
link to in the virtual social network. In various embodiments 
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of the present invention, the user may also designate a 
specific group of individuals, or a friend set, as authorized to 
view the particular content. 
0017 FIG. 1 is an illustration of a web-based implemen 
tation of a virtual Social network 110, according to an 
exemplary embodiment. The virtual social network 110. 
comprising users module 120, communities module 130, 
and privacy management module 140, is accessible to exem 
plary users 160A and 160B through a network 150, such as 
the Internet or an intranet. Users 160A and 160B each have 
a respective user profile 125A and 125B, managed by users 
module 120. Communities module 130 manages profiles for 
various communities, such as community profiles 135A and 
135B for exemplary communities A and B (not pictured). 
0018. A module (or application), as referenced herein, 
should be generally understood to be a collection of routines 
that perform various system-level functions and may be 
dynamically loaded and unloaded by hardware and device 
drivers as required. The modular Software components 
described herein may also be incorporated as part of a larger 
Software platform or integrated as part of an application 
specific component. 
0019 Virtual social network 110 is configured to allow a 
user to create, manage, and maintain that user's collection of 
relationships with other individuals in a virtual environment. 
Virtual social network 110 allows the user to encounter, 
interact with, and connect with new acquaintances that also 
use virtual social network 110. Thus, virtual social network 
110 may be used to create new connections, thereby expand 
ing the user's collection of relationships. For example, the 
user may also join one or more communities in the virtual 
social network and form connections with the fellow mem 
bers of Such communities. The user may also use virtual 
Social network 110 to track, manage, and maintain existing 
relationships with individuals already known to the user. 
Virtual social network 110 includes various modules which 
provide ways for users to manage and interact with indi 
viduals with whom they are connected. 
0020. Users module 120 stores and manages information 
concerning the users of virtual social network 110. Infor 
mation concerning each user may be organized, stored, and 
managed by users through their respective user profiles. For 
example, information concerning exemplary users 160A and 
160B may be stored in user profile 125A and user profile 
125B, respectively. Such information may include informa 
tion entered by the user, Such as personal information, 
personal descriptions, and interests. In some embodiments 
of the present invention, a user profile may further include 
information about the various activities and interactions 
involving the user within the virtual social network 110. 
Further, each user profile may include various modules 
which allow for the management of all of the information 
concerning the user within virtual social network 110. 
0021 Communities module 130 manages and stores 
information concerning communities in virtual Social net 
work 110. Communities may be directed toward a variety of 
topics, ranging from broad topics to very specialized topics. 
Just as topics may be related or overlap, a community 
concerning cars, for example, may have Sub-communities 
concerning racecars, antique cars, car maintenance, etc. 
Information concerning exemplary communities A and B 
may be stored in community profile 135A and community 
profile 135B, respectively, within communities module 130. 
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0022. In various embodiments of the present invention, 
communities module 130 allows for a user or a social 
network administrator to create, populate, and manage a 
community. Communities may be populated in a variety of 
ways. For example, members may be added by the commu 
nity creator upon creation, or individuals may be allowed to 
join independently over time. Alternatively, a community 
may be cross-populated with members of other communi 
ties. Cross-population of communities is further discussed in 
U.S. patent application 60/854,990. In some embodiments 
of the present invention, the community creator can restrict 
the membership of the community by requiring prospective 
members to obtain permission, invitations, or passwords 
from the community creator or moderator. 
0023 The user of virtual social network 110 may post 
content or post a link to content, which may include written, 
artistic, photographic, and various other types of content. 
Privacy management module 140 manages access to all of 
the content provided by the user based on preferences 
established by that user. A preference is a designation 
concerning the individual or individuals authorized to access 
that user content. User preferences may include default 
preferences to be associated with content in the absence of 
any specific designation to the contrary. A user can express 
a preference that a posted content be accessible by the 
public, private to the user, or restricted to one or more 
individuals. Described in further detail below, privacy man 
agement module 140 allows for the selective management of 
user content based on these user preferences. If the user 
posted the content to a community, access to the content may 
be further constrained by community rules, also enforced by 
privacy management module 140. 
0024 FIG. 2 is an illustration of a user profile in a virtual 
social network 110 (FIG. 1), according to an exemplary 
embodiment. User profile 125A allows User 160A to man 
age information and interactions within virtual Social net 
work 110. User profile 125A may include various activity 
modules 210A-210F, personal friend sets 220, personal 
messages module 230, personal profiles module 240, and the 
like. In various embodiments of the present invention, 
access to the information managed by each component can 
be controlled by privacy management module 140. 
(0025 Activity modules 210A-210F allow for the user to 
interact with other users of virtual social network 110. As 
illustrated in FIG. 2, these exemplary modules may include 
articles 210A, blogs 210B, events 210C, media 210D, 
message board 210E, polls 210F, and the like. Users may 
wish to write articles, blog entries, etc., and post them to a 
personal page, a community page, or the like, using one of 
the activity modules 210A-210F. 
0026 Interaction with other individuals occurs when 
other users of virtual social network 110 view, listen to, 
and/or otherwise interact with the content provided by the 
user. Through privacy management module 140, the user 
can restrict such interaction so that it occurs only with 
specific other individuals. By designating a user preference 
to be associated with the content posted by the user, the user 
is able to manage who may and who may not access that 
content. In various embodiments of the present invention, 
the user can further restrict interaction by only allowing 
certain individuals to post comments, feedback, and other 
wise respond to the content posted by the user. 
0027. The individuals in virtual social network 110 that 
are connected to a user may be referred to as friends of that 
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user, and a group of those individuals may be referred to as 
a friend set. A user may create and populate a friend set with 
one or more individuals designated by the user. Examples of 
friend sets may include “Family’ for family members, 
“Colleagues' for professional contacts, “Cars” for fellow car 
enthusiasts, “Basketball fans' for fellow sports fans, “Rac 
ing Community’ for fellow members of a racing community 
in virtual social network 110, etc. Grouping friends into 
friend sets allows the user to simplify the management of his 
relationships. For example, the user may wish to manage 
every family member in a similar manner. Rather than 
managing each family member individually, the user may 
simply create a friend set for family members. Actions 
involving a friend set would involve each member of the 
friend set. A friend set is personal to the user, and informa 
tion concerning friend sets may only be accessed by other 
individuals if the user allows. 

0028 Information concerning user 160A's friend sets 
may be managed using the personal friend set module 220 
associated with user 160A profile 125A. Such information 
may include names, member lists, and various settings for 
each friend set. For example, the user may create a friend set, 
give the friend set a name, populate the friend set with 
designated individuals, and edit various settings associated 
with the friend set. These settings may include user prefer 
ences concerning access privileges to the various activities 
and content associated with the user. User preferences 
concerning default access privileges of friend sets may be 
referred to as set permissions. Personal friend set module 
220 also allows for the editing of friend sets. Editing may 
include adding members, removing members, renaming the 
friend set, deleting the friend set, changing various settings 
(e.g., permissions) associated with the friend set, and so 
forth. A user may authorize a friend set for access to user 
content by, for example, designating a default set permission 
associated with the friend set or by specifically designating 
the friend set when posting content. 
0029. Users may also send and receive personal messages 
from other individuals in virtual social network 110. These 
messages may be managed by personal messages module 
230. In various embodiments, the types of messages man 
aged by personal message module 230 may include, for 
example, emails, instant messages, text messages, private 
messages, and various content and news feeds Subscribed by 
the user. These messages may only be accessed by the users 
to and from whom the messages were sent in some embodi 
mentS. 

0030. A user can have one or more personal profiles, 
managed by the user using personal profiles module 240. 
The user may wish to customize one or more personal 
profiles in order to convey different information to different 
individuals or groups associated with the user. Specific 
personal profiles may be tailored for each community of 
which the user is a member. A user who has joined a car 
enthusiast community, for example, may wish to create a 
personal profile, specifically for use in that community, 
detailing information concerning the user's cars and car 
related interests. 

0031. Further, each personal profile may be associated 
with different settings, including user preferences. The user 
can limit access to a car-oriented personal profile so that it 
may be accessed and viewed only by specific friends, 
specific friend sets, members of specific communities, or 
any combination of the foregoing. For example, a user may 
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designate that the personal profile tailored for a car com 
munity may be accessed only by members of that commu 
nity. A user may create a public personal profile, a personal 
profile accessible only to family members, a personal profile 
accessible only to work colleagues, and various other per 
Sonal profiles, each with its own settings concerning access. 
The user may also wish to use the same profile in various 
communities. A personal profile may be portable and 
accessed through various communities. Access to a personal 
profile posted in certain communities, however, may be 
further constrained by the rules of the particular community. 
0032 FIG. 3 is an illustration of a community profile in 
a virtual social network 110 (FIG. 1), according to an 
exemplary embodiment. The modules 310-340 are analo 
gous to the modules 210-240, respectively, discussed with 
respect to FIG. 2. In communities, however, the information 
and interactions may be managed by a community creator, 
moderator, the members, etc. Modules 310-340 include 
common member elements and may be used by any member 
to interact with other community members. For example, the 
friend sets module 320 in a car community may define friend 
sets by interest in different types of cars or car-related topics. 
Any member wishing to address other members with a 
specific interest may post content and establish access 
privileges using the applicable friend set. 
0033. Within each community, members may interact in 
various ways, including interaction through activity modules 
310A-F. These activity modules may be directed, for 
example, to posting and responding to articles/news listings 
310A, blogs 310B, event listings 310C, photo/video 310D, 
messages 310E, and polls 310F. In some embodiments, any 
community member can contribute content to any of the 
activity modules 310A-F. Content may also be provided to 
community members through the various channels 
described in U.S. patent application 60/855,133. As with the 
content discussed with respect to the module associated with 
the user 210A-210F, a user providing content may selec 
tively determine who may access that content. 
0034 FIG. 4 is an illustration of a system for selectively 
managing the privacy of user content in a virtual Social 
network 110 (FIG. 1), according to an exemplary embodi 
ment. Privacy management module 140 may include input/ 
output module 410, authentication module 420, friend set 
database 430, preferences database 440, access control mod 
ule 450, and processing logic 460. 
0035) Input/output module 410 is configured to allow for 
communication between privacy management module 140 
and various users and other components of virtual Social 
network 110. Input/output module 410 may be configured to 
receive information via a communication network 150, such 
as the Internet or an intranet. 

0036) Authentication module 420 is configured to verify 
an individual’s identity in virtual social network 110. Iden 
tifying an individual as a particular user of virtual Social 
network 110 (e.g., user 160A) allows that individual to 
perform certain operations available to user 160A, such as 
accessing certain profiles, accessing certain communities, 
accessing certain content, etc. Authentication may occur, for 
example, through verification of a user name and password 
Supplied by the individual. The user name and password 
may be compared to the user names and passwords stored in 
an authentication database, which may be independent of, or 
incorporated into, authentication module 420. 
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0037 Friend set database 430 is configured to receive and 
store information concerning friend sets. Such information 
may include the name of the friend set, the members of the 
friend set, the set permissions associated with the friend set, 
and the like. The information concerning each user's per 
Sonal friend set may be managed by the user using personal 
friend set module 220 illustrated in FIG. 2. Friend set 
database 430 is further configured to automatically receive 
updated information concerning revised friend sets. As dis 
cussed above, friend sets may be used by the user to manage 
groups of individuals. Access by a friend set may be 
determined by a set permission associated with the friend 
set, by user designation in association with content posted by 
the user, or the like. 
0038 Preferences database 440 receives and stores user 
preferences governing access to certain content provided by 
the user. The associations between the content and the user 
preferences allow the user to selectively control access. A 
user may post a blog entry, for example, which includes a 
plurality of photographs. The user can control who will be 
able to access each photograph by designating a different 
user preference for each one. For example, the user may 
limit access to certain photographs, so that only his imme 
diate family and close friends can see them. The user may 
also allow a default preference to apply to the rest of the 
photographs posted in the user's blog entry. Each user 
preference is associated, as designated by the user, with 
specific content and stored in preferences database 440. In 
various embodiments, the user may update a user preference 
associated with the content. Preference database 440 may 
automatically update to reflect the updated user preference 
associated with the designated content. 
0039. Access control module 450 manages and enforces 
user preferences concerning access to the content posted by 
a user. An individual wishing to access content posted by the 
user Submits a request for access to that content. Submitting 
a request may include clicking on a link, clicking on a 
button, Submitting a form request, Subscribing to a content 
feed, etc. The request is received by access control module 
450, which operates in conjunction with preferences data 
base 440 to determine whether or not to grant access to the 
requesting individual. If the user preference for the content 
allows public access, the requesting individual is automati 
cally granted access to the content. If the user preference is 
set to private (e.g., accessible only to the user), the request 
ing individual is automatically denied access. If the user 
preference restricts access to specific individuals or friend 
sets, access control module 450 determines whether the 
requesting individual is one of the individuals authorized to 
access the content. 

0040. In various embodiments of the present invention, 
the requesting individual must be authenticated by authen 
tication module 420 as a user of virtual social network 110. 
The requesting individual may further be required to join a 
community. For example, the user may designate a user 
preference to allow access only to members of a community. 
Access control module 450, therefore, would only grant 
access to an individual if that individual has been authenti 
cated as being a user of virtual social network 110 and a 
member of the required community. In various embodiments 
of the present invention, the user may limit access to a 
specific friend set. In that case, the requesting individual 
must be a member of the users friend set, as stored in friend 
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set database 430, in order for access control module 450 to 
permit access to the desired content. 
0041. The requesting individual may also contact the user 
through personal messages module 230 (FIG. 2) or other 
means to request access to certain content. The user may 
choose to grant the request by updating a user preference to 
authorize the requesting individual, updating a user prefer 
ence to allow public access, updating a friend set to include 
the requesting individual, or the like. Friend set database 430 
and preferences database 440 may be automatically updated, 
and access control module 450 can act on the updated 
information to allow the requesting individual to access the 
COntent. 

0042. Access control module 450 may also enforce com 
munity rules. Determined and set by a community modera 
tor or the like, community rules may allow content (includ 
ing profiles) posted in the community to be accessed by the 
general public, by members of the virtual social network 
only, by members of communities in the virtual Social 
network only, by members of a particular community only, 
etc. For example, a user profile (e.g., user profile 125A 
illustrated in FIG. 2) posted in a particular community (e.g., 
community A) may only be accessed by members of that 
particular community and may not be accessed by anyone 
outside the community. That user profile is exclusive to that 
particular community. Therefore, an individual browsing a 
community B may be able to view user profile 125B (FIG. 
1) associated with community B, but may not be able to view 
user profile 125A. 
0043 Alternatively, community rules may allow for a 
user profile posted in the particular community to be acces 
sible by members of related communities. For instance, the 
community rules of community B may allow for user 
profiles in community B to be accessed by members of 
community A. Such access by related communities may or 
may not be reciprocated by the related communities. Using 
the above example, access to user profiles of community A 
members may still be denied to members of community B 
who are not also members of community A. Profile access 
between two communities, therefore, may be reciprocal 
(two-way access), nonreciprocal (one-way access), or exclu 
sive (no access). 
0044 Processing logic 460 is configured to execute a 
variety of operations required by the various components of 
privacy management module 140. In various embodiments, 
processing logic 460 may be implemented through use of 
microprocessors, memory, firmware, and/or software. 
004.5 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
managing the privacy of user content in virtual Social 
network 110 (FIG. 1), according to an exemplary embodi 
ment. In step 510, content is received from a user. The 
content may be uploaded by the user, posted by the user, or 
linked to through an activity module by the user in a 
community, for instance. In various embodiments, the con 
tent may be associated with an indication, such as a link, 
button, etc., visible to other individuals in virtual social 
network 110. 
0046. In step 520, the content provided by the user is 
associated with a user preference governing access to that 
content, and that user preference is stored. However pro 
vided, each separately identifiable content is associated with 
a user preference. In some embodiments of the present 
invention, virtual social network 110 may provide a default 
user preference or default set of user preferences to be used 
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in the absence of a user designation to the contrary. Privacy 
management module 140 can allow users to customize Such 
default user preferences. Specifying a default user prefer 
ence allows the user to control access without having to 
designate the same commonly-used user preference repeat 
edly. In various embodiments, the user may be prompted to 
designate a user preference upon providing content. Alter 
natively, the user may designate user preferences without 
being prompted. 
0047. Further, information concerning the association 
between the content and the user preference is stored to 
preferences database 440 illustrated in FIG. 4. Preferences 
database 440 serves as a repository for information concern 
ing the user preferences and their associations with particu 
lar content. Other components of virtual social network 110. 
such as access control module 450 (FIG. 4), may refer to 
preferences database 440 in making determinations involv 
ing content and associated user preferences. If the content is 
posted in a community, access to the content may be further 
constrained by the preferences, or rules, of the community. 
Associations with community rules may also be saved to 
preferences database 440 and may be used by access control 
module 450 in making determinations concerning access to 
the content. 

0048. In step 530, a request for access to content is 
received by access control module 450. In some embodi 
ments, an individual in virtual social network 110 may have 
been alerted to the likely presence of the content by an 
indicator, such as a hyperlink, hyperlink address, or button. 
That individual may Submit a request for the content may 
include simply clicking on the indication, entering the 
hyperlink address, or the like. For example, an individual 
may click on a hyperlink for “Photos' to request access to 
photographs posted by the user. 
0049. In step 540, a determination is made as to whether 
the requesting individual is allowed access to the content 
based on user preferences. Using the information concerning 
user preferences associated with the content as saved in 
preferences database 440, access control module 450 deter 
mines whether the requesting individual is authorized by the 
user to access the content. In some embodiments of the 
present invention, this may require authenticating the iden 
tity of the requesting individual through authentication mod 
ule 420. Various embodiments of the present invention may 
further require, for example, that the requesting individual 
be registered in virtual social network 110, be a member of 
at least one community, or have a personal profile. Since the 
user may choose to designate a friend set rather than a list 
of individuals, access control module 450 can operate in 
conjunction with friend set database 430 to determine 
whether the requesting individual is a member of the des 
ignated friend set. 
0050. If the determination is made in step 540 that the 
requesting individual is authorized to access the content, 
then in step 550, the content is provided. For example, a 
screen displaying the content may automatically appear, the 
link to the content may become operative, the content may 
be unblocked or otherwise made available to the requesting 
individual. In various embodiments of the present invention, 
the requesting individual must also satisfy the restrictions of 
virtual social network 100 and/or community rules before 
being allowed to access the content. Using the above 
example, an individual requesting access to a user's photo 
graphs may have been authorized by the user to view five of 
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photographs posted by the user. In step 550, then, the 
requesting individual may be provided with five hyperlinks 
to the five photographs for which the individual is autho 
rized to access. Alternatively, the individual may be pro 
vided with the five photographs. 
0051) If the determination is made in step 540 that the 
requesting individual is not authorized to access the content 
based on user preference, step 560 follows. In step 560, 
access to the content is denied. Access to the content remains 
blocked or otherwise unavailable to the requesting indi 
vidual. A message or a screen display indicating that access 
is denied may be provided to the requesting individual to 
indicate that the link to the content is inoperative, for 
instance. Alternatively, the requesting individual may not 
receive any indication of the content to which the individual 
is denied access. Referring to the above example, an indi 
vidual may have been authorized to view five photographs, 
but there may be an additional two photographs that the 
individual is not authorized to access. The requesting indi 
vidual, therefore, may only receive indication or be provided 
with the five photographs. In another example, if an indi 
vidual has not been authorized to view any photographs, 
then that individual will not receive any indication that there 
are any photographs posted by the user. The “Photos’ folder 
or page may appear empty, for instance. 
0052. In various embodiments of the present invention, a 
requesting individual who was denied access may submit 
another request for access to the content. Because a user may 
change user preferences (e.g., from restricted to public 
access) at any time, a request made after user preferences 
have updated may allow for the requesting individual to 
access the content. If the user decides to allow the requesting 
individual access to the content, the user can update the 
associated user preference (or friend sets). The updated user 
preference is associated with the content and, therefore, 
governs access to the content. If the user does not adjust the 
associated user preference or friend set, the content remains 
unavailable to the requesting individual. 
0053. It will be understood that the methods of the 
invention are not necessarily limited to the discrete steps or 
the order of the steps described with respect to FIG.5. While 
the present invention has been described in the context of a 
series of exemplary embodiments, these descriptions are not 
intended to limit the scope of the invention to the particular 
forms set forth herein. To the contrary, the present descrip 
tions are intended to cover Such alternatives, modifications, 
and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and 
Scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims and 
otherwise appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for managing the privacy of user content in 

a virtual Social network, the method comprising: 
receiving content specified by a first user of the Social 

network; 
associating a user preference with the content, the user 

preference limiting who is authorized to access the user 
content; 

receiving a request from a second user for access to the 
user content; and 

determining from the user preference whether the second 
user is authorized to access the user content. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein associating the user 
preference with the content includes associating a default 
user preference with the content. 
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3. The method of claim 1 wherein associating the user 
preference with the content includes receiving from the first 
user an indication of who is authorized to access the user 
COntent. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the indication of who 
is authorized to access the user content includes an indi 
vidual. 

5. The method of claim 3 wherein the indication of who 
is authorized to access the user content includes the mem 
bers of a friend set. 

6. The method of claim 3 wherein the indication of who 
is authorized to access the user content includes the mem 
bers of a community. 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising authenticat 
ing the identity of the second user prior to determining 
whether the second user is authorized to access the user 
COntent. 

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the user preference 
further limits who is authorized to post a comment associ 
ated with the user content. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the user preference 
further limits what type of content can be posted as a 
comment associated with the user content. 

10. A system for managing the privacy of user content in 
a virtual Social network, the system comprising: 

an input module configured to receive content specified 
by a first user of the social network; 

a database configured to store a user preference associated 
with the content, the user preference limiting who is 
authorized to access the user content; and 
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an access control module configured to determine from 
the user preference whether a second user is authorized 
to access the user content. 

11. The system of claim 10 wherein the user preference 
comprises a default user preference. 

12. The system of claim 11 wherein the default user 
preference was previously designated by the user. 

13. The system of claim 10 further comprising an authen 
tication module configured to authenticate an identity of an 
individual in the virtual social network. 

14. The system of claim 13 wherein the control module is 
further configured to determine that the individual is a 
member of at least one friend set associated with the user 
based on the authenticated identity of the individual. 

15. The system of claim 13 wherein the control module is 
further configured to determine that the individual is a 
member of at least one community based on the authenti 
cated identity of the individual. 

16. The system of claim 10 further comprising a friend set 
database configured to store information concerning friend 
sets associated with the user. 

17. A computer-readable storage medium having stored 
thereupon executable computing instructions for performing 
a method comprising: 

receiving content specified by a first user of the Social 
network; 

associating a user preference with the content, the user 
preference limiting who is authorized to access the user 
content; 

receiving a request from a second user for access to the 
user content; and 

determining from the user preference whether the second 
user is authorized to access the user content. 
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